Testimonials
We pride ourselves on our service levels and commitment to deliver on our promises. Don’t take
our word for it – here is what some of our clients have to say:
Obtaining insurance cover for our artworks, books/manuscripts and wine was straightforward –
after sending in the application form; within 24 hours, we had received a quote, paid the
premium, got the policy documents and feel comfortable that we’ve met our insurance
obligation as Trustees. The service was very good, meaning prompt, communicative and nofuss. I’m happy to recommend SelfSuperInsurance.com.au. Elaine, 2013

Broad range of cover, low price, user friendly site – pretty simple decision really for peace of
mind. Sarath W, Victoria

A great product. The website makes it easy to understand the risks and buy the cover. All at a
very reasonable price. Well worth it for the peace of mind! Ricky L, Victoria

Broad cover at a great price, and it couldn’t have been simpler to buy. Not much more you
could ask for. Richard C, Super Fund

Only Company in Australia I could find to cover my Collection. No other company’s would
bother with all the work involved; now I am fully covered and can sleep soundly at night.
Service and Communication is first class with Self Super Insurance guiding me through every
step of the way. They even increased my cover and changed my Coverage to USD at no extra
cost, as my collection suddenly grew. David P, Queensland, June 2013

After several exasperating months looking for art insurance for our SMSF, we were advised to
contact John Kelly at Self Super Insurance. John’s dealing with us was professional,
knowledgeable and extremely efficient in speed and process. We have since included another
art piece at no extra cost. We are extremely pleased with our cover, the relationship with John
and assurance of compliance for our SMSF. Thanks John” Mark & Cindy-Jane , July 2013

Thanks John, We greatly appreciate the attention to detail and level of service that you have
just provided to insure these items for our SMSF, your knowledge and understanding of
the requirements were spot on and the price was "super" competitive (pardon the pun) we
would definitely recommend your services on and will use them again. Noel Ross, August 2013

